
Manual breading
workstation Metos
BBSUL3622RR-3PL

AyrKing offers a manual breading workstation with integrated
automatic Blender/Sifter machine. Rotary brush sifter operates
without detrimental vibration or agitation. Spirally configured
nylon bristles form an auger to eject unwanted dough balls to a
waste container. Ingredients are fully blended as brush tumbles
breading media before it exits through sifter screen. Unique
process prevents dough ball grinding, eliminates usual sifting
noise, & blends ingredients as it ejects waste. 

- Sift and blend 14 kg of breading in 60 seconds 
- Rotary auger brush blends, sifts, and ejects dough balls
simultaneously 
- Blending brush action prevents ingredient segregation, unlike
vibrating or agitating systems 
- Quiet, vibration-free operation creates results, not
disturbances 
- Sixty second timed cycle frees labor and saves energy 
- Fully enclosed sifter with only three internal parts, reduces
dust and allows quick and easy cleaning 
- Direct drive, steel geared motor & solid stainless steel
fabrication provide lasting performance 
- Half size batter pan and sheet pan clips are reversible to best
fit flow of kitchen 
- Timed control board 

INCLUDED PARTS: B101 Red plastic lug plug B106 Full Size
S/S Pan, 8” Deep B127 Half Size S/S Pan, 6” Deep (Qty2) B219
Brush Posts (Qty2) B241 Swivel casters, four locking 5” B412
S/S C-Clip for F/S sheet pan 23" long (Qty 2) B259 Rear
Sloped Shelf B127B Half Size Pan Bracket B258 Glove Hooks
(Qty2) B302K Plastic Breading Lug w/ Hole B230 Drip Guard
B150S Black Bristle Sifter Brush 20”

 



B126 S/s wire coating basket B132NF S/s wire basket to fit ½ pan (no feet) B126 S/s wire coating basket
B132NF S/s wire basket to fit ½ pan (no feet)



Manual breading workstation Metos BBSUL3622RR-3PL

Product capacity 14 kg of breading/60 sec.

Item width mm 560/829

Item depth mm 900

Item height mm 912/1364

Package volume 1.107

Unit of volume m3

Package volume 1.107 m3

Package length 102

Package width 70

Package height 155

Package unit of dimension cm

Package dimensions (LxWxH) 102x70x155 cm

Net weight 84

Net weight 84 kg

Gross weight 108

Package weight 108 kg

Unit of weight kg

Connection power kW 0.207

Fuse Size A 0.9

Connection voltage V 230

Number of phases 1NPE

Frequency Hz 50/60

Electrical cable length mm 2438

Type of electrical connection Plug

Remarks (electrical) NEMA5-15P male three prong plu

Operation type electromechanical

Cleaning hand wash


